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Primary Practice Questions

Money

Tips 
• Read each question carefully 
• Attempt every question. 
• Check your answers seem right. 
• Always show your workings

Recap

Remember 
• There are daily questions found at 

   www.corbettmathsprimary.com/5-a-day/



1. Natalie has these coins.

2. Tilly has £61

Georgina has £14 less than Tilly
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How much money do they have in total?

How much money does Natalie have?



3. Lauren puts nine 20p pieces into her piggy bank.

Her mum puts seven 50p pieces into the piggy bank.
Her dad puts six 5p pieces into the piggy bank.

4. Edward buys a sandwich in a shop.

He pays with a £5 note and receives these coins in his change
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How much money is in the piggy bank?

How much was the sandwich?



5. Daniel and Ben share these coins so that they each have the same
amount of money.

Daniel chooses his coins first.
Ben takes the rest of the coins.

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………
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Which coins could Daniel choose?

Which coins would be left for Ben?



6. Henry has £4

He buys 3 packets of crisps costing 70p each.

7. Sam has a bag of 10p coins.
Tyler has a bag of 50p coins.

Both bags have the same amount of money inside.

There are forty 10p coins in Sam’s bag.
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How many 50p coins are there in Tyler’s bag?

How much money does he have left?



8. Sophie saved 50p every day in September

9. Jaymin buys three ice creams.

He pays with a £5 note and here is his change
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How much money did she save in total?

Work out the cost of one ice cream



10. Hannah has 10p
Erin has 64p

11. Nicole buys a tie and 2 pairs of socks.

She pays with a £20 note.
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How much money should Erin give Hannah so that they have the 
same amount of money?

How much change does she get?



12. Emma and Tom each buy a toy.

Emma’s toy cost £14

Tom pays with a £10 note and gets £4.25 change.

13. Sarah has the same number of 2p coins as 5p coins.

Sarah has £2.10 in 2p coins.
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How much more does Emma’s toy cost than Tom’s toy?

How much money does Sarah have in total?



14. Raheem is putting 50p coins into bags.

Each bag holds 20 coins

He has 645 coins

15. Magnus has five coins

Three of the coins add up to £1.40
Three of the coins add up to £2.40

All five coins add up to £3.60
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How many bags can Raheem fill?

What coins does Magnus have?



16. Sophie has £2.12
Orla has 84p

17. Cafe Red sells 3 sandwiches for £5.25

Sandwich World sells 4 sandwiches for £7.08
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How much money should Sophie give Orla so that they have the 
same amount of money?

Which shop is better value for money?



18. Jack buys three pens.

He pays with a £20 note.

His change is £13.49
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How much would two pens cost?



19. Miles and Megan buy 24 cans of lemonade
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How much more money does Miles pay than Megan?



20. A 2p coin has a mass of 7 grams.
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Find the total mass of £8 of 2p coins.



21. Tomas bought a new car that cost £18,000
He paid a deposit of £2,000.

Tomas paid the rest of the money over 50 equal monthly payments.
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How much was each monthly payment?



22. Adam organised a charity concert at school.

The hall holds 35 rows of 42 seats.
There were 50 empty seats.

Each person paid £12.
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How much money did Adam raise for charity?



23. For every seven 50p coins, Cain has six 20p coins.

Cain has £18 in 20p coins.
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How much money does Cain have altogether?


